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Abstract

The purpose of work is basing on the developed of heat pump station (HPS) structure, to create an effective
HPS thermodynamic cycle and its control system for work in district heating systems of the centralized
heat supply system. The description of the control laws of evaporator at the variable heat load of the HPS and
control laws of the gas cooler taking into account the goal of achieving the maximum of COP of HPS is shown
as well. The two-level control system in which the coordinating regulator provides the delivery of set point
signals for subsystems regulators is necessary to achieve the maximal power efficiency of the complex HPS -
CHP. Pressure control system after the evaporator should work a regulator of pressure difference between
pressure after the compressor and pressure after the evaporator. Water temperature control system after the gas
cooler should be executed as a system with the object model and include a subsystem of gas pressure regulation
after gas cooler, and the block controlling compressor capacity and gas consumption through the gas cooler.
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INTRODUCTION
The important direction of development of power is the use of renewable energy sources and

secondary power resources (thermal dumps of power, industry, municipal services, etc.), usually
having low temperature potential. Applications of heat pump stations (HPS), including of vapor
compression type, allows to provide economy of fuel on heat power plants at their use in systems of a
heat supply, to lower cost of heat for the consumer. The most perspective from the point of view of
economy and ecology are HPS, using dioxide of carbon as a working body. The problem of efficient
heat pumps control in the regimes different from nominal is of current importance and just in this
direction given work is executed. Objects of the research are HPS control systems on central heat
supply stations in quarter heat distributing networks, effective thermodynamic cycles and laws of
control providing the maximum possible coefficient of performance (COP) of HPS.

A lot of works are devoted to the questions related to HPS working on carbon dioxide (R744)
development and utilization; as an examples papers [1-5] could be enumerated. Papers [6-12] are
devoted to the questions related to the HPS control systems research. Basic technical solutions
concerning HPS control are determined in these papers, taking into account the necessity of HPS cycle
optimization. A plenty of works of such authors, as E.Ia.Sokolov, V.I.Livchak, V.S.Falikov,
N.M.Zinger, A.N.Melentyev, S.A.Chistovich, V.P.Turkin and many others are devoted to the
problems of central heat supply station (CHSS) regime control. In present, the problems of system
CHP-HPS-CHSS control practically are not investigated.

Goals and scope. The purpose of work is to create an effective HPS thermodynamic cycle
and control system for its work in CHSS of CHSS basing on the developed HPS structure.

HEAT PUMP STATION STRUCTURE
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HPS structure scheme (block diagram) of heating and hot water supply systems is shown
on Fig.1.

Fig.1. HPS structure scheme

Following signatures are accepted: 1 – the control valve on a return water network mixing line; 2 –
DHS thermal load, 3 – return DHS water mixing pump; 4,5 – heating and hot water supply systems
gas coolers, 6 – compressor, 7, 8 – control valves of HPS working agent flow rate through gas coolers,
9 – evaporator, 10 – compressor pressure control valve, 11 – tank of an the intermediate heat agent
loop, 12 – the pump for feeding of the intermediate heat agent to the evaporator, 13 – the pump for
feeding of an intermediate heat agent from the evaporator into the return water heat exchanger, 14 –
heat exchanger for superheat of a working agent of HPS, 15 – separator of liquid carbon dioxide, 16 –
heat exchanger for a HPS working agent subcooling, 17 – return water of CHSS/ intermediate heat
agent heat exchanger, 18 – evaporator pressure control valve, 19 – the control valve of a working
agent subcooling control system, 20 – the control valve of the working agent superheater control
system. The complex works in the following way. Direct water from CHP enters with the lowered
temperature schedule in the heating system of heated buildings 2, its part which is warmed up in gas
cooler 5 is taken away by the pump 3. This part of the water flow is determined by a degree of the
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control valve 1 opening (depending on the demanded temperature of direct water on an input in the
buildings heating system). The contour of circulation of a heat pump working agent is designated by a
semi-bold line. Return water (it is designated by a thin line) from a quarter heat network goes on the
heat exchanger 17. In this loop the nonfreezing liquid, for example, ethylene glycol is circulating. The
loop of the intermediate heat-carrier circulation is designated by a dashed line. Circulation is provided
using two pumps 12 and 13. The level of a liquid in the evaporator (vertical liquid type) is maintained
due to corresponding pumps control regime.

The level of a liquid phase in the evaporator defines the level of the evaporator filling from the
working agent with liquid carbon dioxide (in a place of their contact through walls of pipes of the
evaporator there is a heat exchange between the intermediate heat-carrier and a heat pump working
agent), which defines the evaporator thermal conditions. In the evaporator an evaporation of liquid
carbon dioxide takes place then this mix enters through a separator of a liquid 15 into the heat
exchanger - gas superheater 14, installed before the compressor. Gas superheat is provided due to the
heat of the return water. Gas superheat value is defined by the water flow rate through a primary line
of heat exchanger 14 and controlled by the control valve 20 installed in parallel on water to the heat
exchanger 14. Due to the control of the superheat of a working agent after the evaporator its
temperature remains constant independent from the temperature variations after the evaporator. As a
result reliability and stability of the heat pump is growing regardless of the working regime of
evaporator and of the intermediate heat-carrier circulation loop connected with the evaporator.

Compressors 6 absorb working agent steam and feed it in gas coolers 4 and 5. The gas flow
through each gas cooler is adjusted by control valves 7 and 8. Further working agent through control
valve 10 enters into the  heat exchanger - working agent supercooler 16 and further in the evaporator 6
through the valve 8 controlling pressure after the evaporator.

Supercooling degree control is provided due to the control valve 19 installed in parallel to primary
heat exchanger 16. The characteristic feature of proposed HPS scheme is an absence of a internal heat
exchanger in the heat pump. This heat exchanger is replaced by heat exchangers 14 and 16. The idea is
that at the variable working agent flow rate the heat exchanger working regime becomes no
controllable at the flow rates, differing from the consumption accepted as nominal. At the presence of
the internal heat exchanger the control system of HPS could not adjust working agent superheat degree
at different heat loads that would lead to COP decrease.

At the decision of a question about the utilization of the return water heat coming from the
buildings heating system at HPS use a problem appears: how to provide the maximal power efficiency
of this system. It is necessary to develop corresponding structure of a control system for the decision
of this problem and to formulate the basic requirements to it. In what follows the subject of an
investigation is the control system of the combined heat pump intended for both return water heating
coming from heating system and for heat water supply, which is optimal by the COP maximum
criterion. In such a system the optimization of system control is ensured, including due to the
distribution of working agent streams between gas coolers, responsible for water heating coming from
heating system and water coming from the cold water supply pipeline to provide a minimum of the
electric power consumption used for the required regime maintenance. With this purpose energy
consumption is minimized by:

• the optimization of HPS work cycles parameters in transients;
• the minimization of energy consumption due to the optimization of transients at perturbations

action.
The basic distinguishing feature of the control system is its two-level structure where in an

external control contour the coordinating regulator carries out optimization thermodynamic loop
parameters i.e., dynamic tasks for concrete HPS control systems. Properly in control subsystems an
optimization by criteria of a minimum mean square error, speed and others (taking into account
functioning of this subsystem in a multilinked control system) is made when applying to the
subsystem perturbation and setting influences. In HPS, installed on CHSS, the operating conditions
are defined by atmospheric conditions (temperature of external air, speed of a wind), heat-carrier
parameters, heat load change in time. Heat load change in time defines the prescribed and actual direct
and return water temperatures values fed to a building. In the heat pump the parameters defining its
working regime are pressure and temperature of a working agent in the gas cooler, pressure and
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temperature in the evaporator, in the working agent superheat heat exchanger, an superheat of a
working agent after the evaporator. HPS controls are capacity and compressor drive rotation speed,
pressure after the compressor, degree of control valve opening, water flow rates through the
evaporator and gas coolers.

So, for example, at adjusting of the control valve the difference of pressures between the HPS high
and low pressure parts changes which influences on working agent consumption, heat exchange and
COP value. At the coordinated control of speed, compressor drive capacity and throughput of the
control valve energy economy and reliability increase of HPS work is achieved. During its functioning
HPS power efficiency essentially depends on a thermodynamic condition of working agent in its
various components. For example, work of the evaporator is characterized by the temperature (or
pressure) of evaporation, by working agent superheat, and depends on pressure and gas temperature.
An appropriate way organized control of these variables and their change in dynamics leads to an
efficient functioning of the installation and thus increases the term of its service. For example,
superheat control is very important for the compressor work. If the superheat is small, there is a danger
that a liquid working agent can hit the compressor, and if the superheat is raised power efficiency of
installation decreases and substantial increase of compressor discharge temperature is possible. At
atmospheric conditions, direct and return water temperatures, solar radiation change, both HPS
working goals and operating conditions changes. So the transition to new HPS working regime should
happen at minimal time and with a minimum of the electric energy overexpenditure (as these
disturbances act, as a matter of fact, continuously).

On the HPS control system block diagram (see Fig. 2) its components are shown.

OPTIMIZING CONTROLLER

HEAT PUMP STATION

ACS OF WATER TEMPERATURE AFTER GAS 
COOLER

ACS OF COMPRESSOR 
PRESSURE

ACS OF EVAPORATOR

SUPERHEAT ACS

ACS of
HWS

INPUT VARIABLES OF HPS
CONTROL SYSTEM

CPSS 
CONTROL 

ACTION
INPUT VALUES FOR HPS

Fig. 2. HPS control system block diagram
Let's preliminary consider thermodynamic cycles of HPS work depending on external air

temperature, see Fig. 3, Ht – external air temperature. On Fig. 3 p.1 – working agent pressure and
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temperature after gas cooler, p. 2 – the same after the compressor, p. 3 – the same after heating
systems gas cooler, p. 4 – the same after gas supercooler, p. 5 – the same in front of the evaporator, p.
6 – the same after the evaporator. Cycles consideration shows that at external air temperature change it
is necessary to ensure HPS functioning at variable pressures in gas cooler and in the evaporator. On
Fig. 3 an internal graph shows HPS cycle at 6Ht C°= , and external at 9Ht C°= − , where on abscissa
axis – enthalpy is in kJ, and pressure in MPa.

As "pressure - enthalpy" diagram (see Fig. 3) shows at considered HPP gas (or liquid) enters on its
adjusting valve, and on its adjusting valve output a gas-liquid mix appears because of the throttling.
Process of pressure decrease in the adjusting valve is adiabatic. The presence of a liquid phase in a mix
after the compressor pressure control valve depends from gas cooler and evaporator working regime.

Fig. 3. HPS thermodynamic cycles

It is known, that the control valve as the object of control in the compressor pressure stabilization
control system represents an inertial element with variable parameters (inertia of the valve is defined
by inertia of its drive), depending from working agent parameters passing through the valve.

Therefore into the pressure stabilization system structure before of the compressor it is necessary
to introduce the signals describing temperature and pressure of a working agent before the control
valve and predicted characteristics of the working agent, defined by the parameters of HPP
thermodynamic cycle. In transcritical cycles pressure before of the control valve stabilizes gas cooler
working regime and, hence, compressor discharge pressure. Therefore compressor discharge pressure
is not an independent variable, and compressor and gas cooler (gas coolers at heating of water for hot
water supply) is necessary to consider in common as one unit.

For optimal control conform under criteria of maximum of COP it is necessary to provide
coordinated control regime managing both pressure of the compressor, and its productivity, and also
temperature of an superheat of gas. This problem can be solved by the specialized calculator in the
fast–time scale (provided that dynamic HPS and heated object models are preliminary identified).

The structure of a working agent pressure control system after the evaporator is presented on fig.
4. On fig. 4 SP − given pressure after the compressor, oP −  actual pressure after the compressor,

S OP Pε = −  - regulator error (mismatch) signal C,  1 1,k T −  gain constant and time constant of an
control valve rod electric drive, as control object of the speed of control valve rod movement, v −
control valve reducer reduction ratio, ,y y −&  control valve stroke and speed, ( )f y −  control valve
pressure drop as a function of control valve rod stroke, G −  the mass gas flow rate on an input of an
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control valve, 0x −  gas-liquid mixture dryness (aridity) before of the evaporator. The control law for
this system is chosen from a class of nonlinear pulse–width modulation control laws.

1

1 1
k

T p +

−

v
pC ( )f yyy

IP OP G IT

SP

0x

OPε

Fig. 4. Flowchart of compressor pressure control system

As the control valve characteristic is influenced by the working agent parameters before and after
the control valve, and also by a prescribed value of gas-liquid mixture dryness before the evaporator
with the purpose of stability maintenance and the accuracy in the considered parameter control law the
dependence of the control valve characteristic of the control valve from the above-stated parameters
should be considered. The criterion of quality of this system functioning should be the accuracy of
maintenance of a prescribed pressure value before of the compressor.

Gas cooler may be considered at the work in transcritical cycle as the dynamic element with
variable parameters and it may be described, under certain assumptions, by the system of first order
differential equations of the following type [13]:

( )1 1
1 12 2 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )T t x dT t xv K T t x T t x
t dx

∂
+ = −

∂
,                     (1)

                      ( )2 2
2 13 1 2

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )T t x dT t xv K T t x T t x
t dx

∂
+ =− −

∂
,                             (2)

where 1 2,v v – velocities, x – linear coordinate, 12 13,K K – are functions of pressures, temperatures,
velocities and design values of the heat exchanger. Output value of the gas cooler it the water
temperature 2(0, )T t , control values for the gas cooler are working agent temperature on the input of
the gas cooler 1(0, )T t and the working agent flow rate 1v .  The flowchart of the control system of
water temperature is presented on the fig.5.

CMW

−
C

2 (0, )PRT t
2 (0, )T t

1ε
GCW

2 ( , )T L t( .4)SP to fig

1v

Fig. 5. Flowchart of heating water temperature control system: C – controller, CMW –
compressor, GCW – gas cooler, SP – set point pressure for the control system, see Fig.4

CONCLUSION

1. The two-level control system in which the coordinating regulator provides the delivery of
prescribed signals for subsystems regulators is necessary for achievement of the maximal power
efficiency of complex HPS - CHP.
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2. Pressure control system after the evaporator should work as a regulator of pressure difference
between pressure after the compressor and pressure after the evaporator.

3. The system of water temperature regulation after the gas cooler should be executed as a system
with object model and include a subsystem of gas pressure regulation after the gas cooler, and the
block which controls compressor capacity and gas consumption through the gas cooler.
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